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Blue Light Filter & Night Mode - Night Shi ft Pro / Specifications.n Price: paid; Date Added: October 29, 2018 at 09:19:04 Description: NB! Not Russified. Thank you for your message in the guest book. We will definitely read it. 'To answer Ann October 28,
2018, 04:29 PM Bought a white monitor. while getting used to it ... Now about the problem: the sound in the music application in Google Chrome has disappeared, please help, I really need it !!! I am not a robot. made by dimoning.ru Hello! Please advise what
to do, as I do not know where to turn. The fact is that I want to buy LG (LG LC20) and it is on the forum, but the sales assistant does not advise me to buy it. He says this is a bad technique and I DON'T KNOW how to use it. Everything seems to be clear, but
somehow uncomfortable from the fact that the seller is not an adviser. Yesterday I ran into this problem and asked the sales assistant, what would she advise? But it turned out that she did not know. Well, I think we need to talk to other people who have more
experience using this technique than I do. I learned that there is an LG forum and that I go there every day to listen to advice and ask something. I found a forum, but it was created 2 years ago and there were already posts from people who bought LG on this
forum. I realized that this is the only forum that I can take seriously and ran there. I found many answers to my questions on the forum. And I realized that I had never heard advice on how to use this technique. I want to consult with you, maybe I should just
buy this technique and not torture myself and the sales assistant who does not consult? After all, I can take another monitor for the same price, due to the fact that they do not sympathize with me. Thank you in advance. I will gladly help you if I can. Try asking
a question on the LG forum if it's not already closed. We always help LG owners who turn to us for advice and help. Regards, Anna. Alina, good evening. Quite right, LG has a really original approach: they really do not give empty advice, but help to buy
equipment that will faithfully serve its owner.For many people, this becomes a decisive argument, and I try to help in this
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